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PETITIONER'S STATEMENTS
|

The Brief of the Federal Power Commission adequately
refers to the opinions below, the jurisdictional requisites,
and the statutory provisions involved.

QUESTION PRESENTED

The Commission has asserted jurisdiction over Floridt
Power & Light Company ("FPL") as a "public utility"
alleging that it operates facilities which transmit electric .

; energy in interstate commerce. The Court of Appeals held

|

l

|
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that the Commission had failed to carry its burden of prov-
ing " transmission of electr'e energy in interstate com-.

merce" to or from the facilities of FPL. For the con-
venience of the Court the opinion below is attached as Ex-
hibit A, paginated as in the Appendix.

J'PL objects to the form of the Question Presented be-
cause it does not correctly reflect the jurisdictional require-
ments of the statute. Accordingly, FPL submits the fol-
lowing question as the one correctly here before this Court:

"Whether the Court of Appeals correctly held that the
Federal Power Commission failed to carry its burden
to prove that there had been a ' transmission of
electric energy in interstate commerce' to or from the
facilities of Florida Power & Light Company so as to
subject it to the Commission's regulatory jurisdiction."

8TATEMENT

The Statement of the Commission is generally correct al-
though argumentative in certain particulars, especially in
its discussion and analysis of the connections of FPL with
other electric companies. The Statement also omits certain
facts which FPL deems relevant to a determination of the
issue in this case, that is, whether or not FPL is a "public
utility" subject to the jurisdiction of t n Commission."!

A. The Business of Florida Power & f,ight Company

It should be kept in mind that Ff L is basically in the
distribution business. Although the exemption of the local

8 The Federal Power Act defines a "public utility" as one owning
wroing facilities used in "the transmission of electriee.

energy m interstate commerce." (Section 201(e) of the Federal
Power Act. 49 Stat. 847,16 U.S.C. 6 824). FPL in common
parlance, is, of course, a public utility and is so recognized by
the state regulatory agency, the Florida Public Service Com-
Inthston.

-

- - - - . _ - - - - . _ _ _ _ . - _ , . . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.__
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distribution facilities from Commission jurisdiction is not
involved in this case, virtually all of FPL's customers are
also consumers. Of FPL's 931,400 customers mentioned by
the Commission, all but 6 are retail sales. (App.10). The
6 wholesale sales are to local cooperatives, and together
account for less than 1% of FPL's revenues from sales of
electrie energy. FPL is not in the business of brjing ad

,

reselling electric energy at either retail or wholesale, either
intrastate or interstate.

As noted by the Commission, all of FPL's facilities lie
wlolly within the State of Florida, as do the facilities of
all four electrio systems with whom FPL has connec-
tions. Further,75% of FPL's electric load is located at the
extrem. ,outhern end of the peninsula between West Palm
Beach and Miami, approximately 400 miles south of the
Georgia border. (App. 74).

Because of the unique peninsular location of FPL's,

system and the frequency and severity of lightning storrns
and hurricanes, FPL has always designed and operated its'

system in such a way that it is not and will not be dependent
upon others to supply any part of its predictable load.
(App. 63, 71).

| B. Electrical Terms and Systems

| We believe it essential to this case that certain electrical
! terms and facts be understood. While there are certain

i
phenomena of electricity that are not easily understood,

' there are certain facts and characteristics of the genera-
tion, transmission and use of electric energy which are ac-
cepted in the industry, and it is upon these that FPL re-
lies.

Since the controlling issue in the case is whether " electric

| energy" is transmitted in interstate commerce, its defini-
|

- . - . - - . . . - . . _ - - - - . . , _ . _ _ . . _ - - - . - - . - . _ - . . . . . . - - - - -
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tion is important. It is defined by the Commission as fol-
lows:

" ENERGY-that which does or is capable of doing
work. It is measured in terms of the work it is capable
of doing; electric energy is usually measured in kilo-
watt-hours."*

Electric energy is what all of us as householders pay for
each month-so mun kilowatt-hours as measured by a
watt hour meter.

Since electric energy cannot be stored or accumulated in
any kind of receptacle, a generator does not generate any
more electric energy in any one moment of time than it is
called upon to do so by the electric load to which it is sup-
plying energy.

When one or more generators are supplying electric
energy to a load in one direction through an electric circuit,
there cannot be a flow of electrie energy from other gen-
erators in the opposite direction through the same circuit.

(
I

i * Glossarv of important Power and Rate Terms, stbbreviations,
| and Units of 3feasurements promulgated by the FPC in 1965

p. 6.
. The following similar, but shorter definition is found in a pub-

lication of the Edison Electric Institute:
" ENERGY, ELECTRIC. As couanouly used in the

electric utility industry, electrie energy means kilowatt
i hours."
! Glossary of h/ectric Utility Terms prepared by the Statistical
| Committee of the Edison Electrie Institute,750 Third Avenue,

New York, New York, p. 32. Emphasis supplied throughout
unless otherwise indicated.

8 The Commission's expert witness agrees. App. 47,48.

i

I

n
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This fact is of considerable importance in this case and
can be illustrated by the following diagram.

* *# 3A
jg n n is

\( %(

Gl G2 Li L2 G3

10KW 10KW ISKW lOKW SKW

J

In the diagram, the line A-B is a three phase transmis- -

sion line, the generators are indicated by "G", the loads by
"L" and the size of the generators and loads are given be-
low them. The arrows show the direction of flow of electric
energy in the transmission line A-B. Of the twenty kilo.'

watts produced by the generators 0, and 0,, fifteen of it
will be used by the load L, and the other five will go to the
load L,. The remaining five kilowatts needed for the ten-
kilowatt load of L comes from the generator 0. None of32

the electric energy will flow from the generator 0, to the
load L,. It will all be consumed within load L .2

The Commission has made considerable reference io the
fact that the generators in systems that have electrical con-
nections ~ etween them are operated in synchronous opera-
tion (or " parallel operation"), meaning that the generators
in the various systems all run at a speed which will give the

;

same frequency. This is not something that must be sought
-it cannot be avoided when systems have an interconnec-
tion, It is simply an electromechanical phenomenon in-
herently resulting from an interconnection of one electrical
system with another. The mere existence of the connection

-

r , , - , ,mm w- - - e,.,. , y n .---,-w.v +-,---w--,- e--,, w-,,.,r..--- --.-,---gem-,.,,,-nwwa,,-,,---.--.--,,--m -,ww-w.- - -- * ~ , w
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gives this result. Thus, in the diagram above, all the gen-,

erators will naturally turn at the same speed.'

References to the " free-Bowing" nature of electric energy
may be misleading if not understood. Electric energy in a
circuit is free-Bowing in that it chcnges magnitude or di-
rection in response to variations in loads or generator out-
put, but it does not mean that in a given section of transmis-
sion line electric energy from one generator Bows in one
direction and simultaneously electric energy from another
generator Bows in another direction, or that the electric
energy from any given generator can Bow beyond the near-
est load of size to consume the output of the generator. Re-
ferring back to the previous diagram, the free-80 wing na-
ture of electric energy will not permit the output of the
generator 0, to flow past the load L, so long as the output
of the generator G,is less than the load L,.5

* Ann. 38, 39. We do not understand that the Commission de-
a that synchronous operation inherently results. This result
is well recognized in various textbooks such as Langsdorf,
Theory of Alternating Current Machinery, p. 519 (McGraw-
11i11 Book Company, Inc.1955); Puchstein, Lloyd & Comad,
Alternating Current Nachines, p. 536 (John Wiley & sons,
Inc., New York,1960).

5 Other terms used by the court below or the Commission should
| be explained.
- " Tie line" is simply the transmissioa line connecting two

or more power systems. Comm. Ex. 29, App. 352. It is not any-
thing that extends beyond a utility's system.t

I " Tie line control" means the control over the direction and
I magnitude of flow of electric energy in the Tie lines between
! a system and the adjacent systems to which its tie lines connect.

This is usually done automatically in response to signals re-i

| eeived from a telemetering (sensing) system which senses the
magnitude and direction of electric energy flow in the tie lines'

i and transmits that information to that particular company's
i electrical dispatch center.

" Tie line bias control" (sometimes erroneously called " tie
| line frequency control") is the frequency bias that is auto-

matically set into the tie line cutrol. " Frequency bias" means
the amount of extra electric energy that a system is expected

| to supply to maintain frequency at 60 cycles during the time
the load from a neighboring syster tends to reduce generator
es..A

I

!

l
i

,

!

l

!
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C. The Florida Operating Committee

The facilities of all five participants of this Committee
are wholly located vithin the state. However, one of the
members, Florida Power Corporation (" Corp"), has con-
nections at the Florida-Georgia state line with Georgia
Power Company (" Georgia Power") located in that state
with whom Corp buys and sells electric energy as part of
its regHar business.

The Florida Operating Committee interchanges energy
among themselves for a limited purpose, as stated by the
Examiner:

The purpose of the energy interchanges is to take care
of temporary needs. There are no economy sales (sales
by a company that can produce lower cost power to a
higher cost producer) because fuel costs are similar

,

i
for all members. (App. 258).*

| That is, the connections among the members of the Up 'st-
ing Committee do not exist so that these utilities may assist
each other in meeCng the anticipated load requirements,
but only emergency or temporary needs. As noted by the
Examiner, FPL's generating capacity is adequate to supply
its own loads and was installed for that purpose. ( App. 257).

This means that the Florida Operating Committee is
not a " power pool", as the court below so stated (App. 371)
and as the Commission recognizes in its Brief (Comm.

|

!
Brief, p. 5, in. 2).

FPL has no exchange arrangements with any electric
| system except the other four members of the Operating

e Since all of the findings of fact made by the Presiding Examiner
were approved by the Commission, no effort will be msde here
to distinguish between findings of the Examiner and findings
of the Commission.

|
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Committee. No company outside of Florida is obligated
to supply any of FPL's needs-either emergency or normal.
FPL is not obligated to serve any electrie utility other than
the:,e four Florida systems with which it is directly con-
nected, and only temporary and emergency needs of those
systems, and then only if FPL has the excess power avail-
able. (App. 66, 68-71, 73-74).

The Conunission's assertion of jurisdiction, and its at-
tempt to prove interstate transmission of electric energy
from or to FPL is based on the connection between Corp
and Georgia Power. The interconnections between FPL
and Corp are not a multitude of exchange points all along
the systems of the two companies, but are at only two
locations. One of these connections is between Corp's Turn-
er Generating Plant and FPL's Sanford Substation near
the town of Sanford, Florida about 180 miles south of the
Georgia state line. The other connection is between Corp's
Lake Wales Plant and FPL's Brevard Substation located
near the town of Cocoa, FlorMa which is farther south than
the Turner-Sanford connection.' Both the Commission and
FPL offered evidence concerning the existence or not of
interstate flows of electrie energy at the Turner-Sanford
connection, but none was otTered with respect to the Lake
Wales-Brevard connection. The Court of Appeals hehl
there was no substantial evidence of any interstate trans-
mission of electric energy through o. over the facilities of
FPL.

7 At one time, there existed a connection between Corp's Jasper
Substation and FPL's Live Oak tap in the vicinity of White
Springs, Florida. This was dismantled by removing a section
of the line prior to commencement of hearings before the Ex-
aminer and is not involved in this case. R. 83. It was dismantled
for engineering reasons discussed in the record. R. 225.

.

_ _ _ _ _ _ - - -
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D. The Interconnected Systems Group

The Interconnected Systems Group ("!SG") described
in the Commission's brief is a voluntary gre.p of various
electcical systems. (App. 37). FPL has no firm power con-.

tracts with it or any of its members to buy or sell electric
ener ;y. (App. 66). The ISO is not a power pool, and wee

do not understand the Commission to so contend.' FPL
is a member of ISG simply because FPL is connected with
Corp, and Corp in turn is connected with Georgia Power.

The Commission gives a quite erroneous impression
when it describes the situation withm the ISO as "All the
electric energy produced by all of the generators of the
members of ISO (or any interconnected network) is deliv-
ered to a common, integrated transmission grid of the net-
work from which all the networh customers are served."
(Comm. Brief, p. 8). This statement of the Commission is
literally true if it is realized that what the C. mission
means is that the total amount of electric energy stoduced
equals the total load. (App. 269). However, as the state-
ment is worded, it might lead one to believe that there is a
pool or reservoir of commingled electric energy into which
all connected loads dip, or that all loads receive electric
energy from all generators. Neither of these impressions
is correct. With respect to the first, there is no way of stor-
ing electric energy, as the Commission admits. (Com. Brief,
p. 8). With respect to the second, every load on an inter-
connected system cannot be supplied from all generators
connected to that system.' Each generator (or plant with

8 Some of the systems within the ISG are parts of local or regional
power pools, but the ISG itself is not a power pool.

8 As the Examiner pointed out, the distribution of electric energy
in an dectrie network is determined by, among other things,
the location and power outputs of the gererating units in opera.
tion and the location and size of the electric loads. (App. 266).

_ -- . _ . _ - _ - , _ . , _ _ - _ _ . _ _ _ - .. ._ _._ -. _ _.
- -
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several generators) will supply only the load in an area
radiating outwardly from it. (R. 247). Electric energy from
a generator cannot get past a load which is large enough
to consume it.

Thus, a housewife turning on ar electric light in Bismark,
North Dakota, might have some theoretical effect upon a
generator in FPL's system, but certainly no electric energy
flows from a FPL generator to that housewife's lightbulb,

and we do not understand the Commission to contend that
it does. What occurs is what has been described rather
accurately by the Examiner as " swapping and redistribu-
tion of loads" (App. 265)-a condition that occurs with
all the various changes of load and generation size. This
is the "cause and effect relationship" to which the Examiner
referred. (App. 271).

The "effect" on a generator in FPL's system would exist
because the total load on the ISG was cht.nged, and at
any time that total load changes there must be a change
in total power generated from the whole system to keep
generation and load ir balance. However, whatever infini-
tesimal amount of extra energy that was necessary to be
developed by the FPL generator would be consumed by
the nearest load to that generator to which some other

...
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generator had previously contributed electric energy. This
is because of the " swapping" referred to by the Examiner.
It is illustrated by the diagram below.

* * "

9DC
/\ /\ /\

h/ %/

G4 O G5 u G6 U

10KW 20KW 20KW 20KW 20KW 10KW

In the diagram, the line C-D is a transmission line and the
arrows show the direction of flow of electric energy. If
the load La is increased, such as by turning on a light bulb,
the additional energy that is required will be supplied by
increased generation from the generator Ge and from some
of U e electric energy that was going to L. from the genera-
tor G . This small amount of electric energy taken from Lt
will be " swapped" for more electric energy from the gen-
erator Os. This in tem will reduce somewhat the energy
supplied to load La by the generator Os which will require
the output of the generators G. and Gs to increase some-
whs,t to take on this swapped load.

E. The Electromagnetic Unity Theory

The theory upon which the Commission based its conclu-
sion of jurisdictional transmission of electric energy over
the facilities of FPL " Electromagnetic unity"-does not
involve any attempt to trace any interstate flow of electric
energy into or out of FPL's system. Based on this theory,

__ -. , _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .- . ._ _ _ _ _ . . . - _ _. . __. . _ . - _ , _ . _
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the Examiner held, in a finding adopted by the Commis-
sion:'*

" . . that [FPL] transmits interstate electric energy..

The conclusion is based on cause and effect relation-
ships that are interstate in scope. No effort is made to
trace the path of the interstate electric energy." (App.
271).

The effects described by the Commission in its brief-
clocks keeping the same time, changes in loads affecting
generation, etc.-are caused solely by the mere fact that
systems are connected together and is not caused by the
interstate transmission of any electric enegry.

The Court of Appeals held that, standing alone, inter-
connection with electromagnetic unity is not substantial
evidence of transmission of electric energy in interstate
commerce over the facilities of FPL. (App. 364).

F. Tracing of Electric Energy

The alternative theory of proof submitted by the staff of
the Commission involved attempting to trace electric

|
energy flow to establish an actual transmission of electric
energy in interstate commerce to or from FPL's facilities.

Studies of numerous days of electric energy flow were
made by the staff in an attempt to show an interstate
flow of electric energy, through the facilities of Corp and
into the facilities of FPL at the Turner bus, which is
owned by Corp and located at the interconnection between
Corp and FPL in Sanford, Florida, some 180 miles south
of the Georgia state line. The staff also attempted to

t

establish a flow in the opposite direction from FPL's'

facilities, through the Turner bus, up through the various
facilities of Corp and into the State of Georgia.

!

- . . . . - . . - . _ . . .. - .. .- --,- ..
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In its tracing studies, the Commission staff used the
" commingled" method of tracing and FPL used the sys-
tems study method. The Examiner found: )

"On the basis of the commingled method, it can be
proved that electric energy is transmitted between
Florida [FPL] and Georgia [ Georgia Power]; on the
basis of the systems study method the contrary fol-
lows." (App. 272).

The difference between these studies thus becomes im-
portant.

The principal difference between the two methods ir
volves the treatment of a bus. A bus is a set of three ce,a-
ductors used to electrically connect two or more sets of
three lines. The lines may be either receiving electric
energy from or transmitting electric energy through the
bus. Most of the testimony related to the Turner bua which
is essentially-a heavy transmission line some 225 feet in!

length. At certain physically spaced points, which points,

are also distinct from the . points at which electric energy
4

is received, there are connections with lines which take
electric energy from the bus and conduct it to various

! loads. (App. 94; R. 787A). For the Court's convenience,
a simple diagram of the Turner bus taken from Exhibits
47 and 56 (App. 231; R.1249) appears ss an attachment

,

hereto, Exhibit B. There are also various buses belonging

| to Corp between the Turner bus and the Georgia state line
l through which buses electric energy must flow if it is

to go between the State of Georgia and FPL's system.

FPL treated these buses as simply short pieces of trans-
mission line, which they are, and showed that because of
the location of the various points of supply and loads on
the buses, no electric energy reaching the Turner bus from
out of state (if any did) would reach FPL's system be-
cause it would all be consumed by Corp's loads connected to

i

. . . _ _ . ,.-._ ... .,.._.~._. m..__. . _ - . . . - < . - - . . - - . . . - . . - , - - . . , - - - - . . . . _ . . . . . . . . . - . _ . - - , - - ~ - _ - - . ~ . . - - . - ,-
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the Turner bus before it reached FPL's system. (App. 86,87,
231). Likewise, it showed that electric energy from FPL
reaching the Turner bus could not pass to Corp's one con-
nection that udght possibly lead out of state because it
would also all be consumed by Corp's wholly intrastate
loads connected to the Turner bus before it reached the
possible interstate connection of Corp. (App. 90, 91, 92,
236, 237).28

To overcome their difficulty with the actual flow of
energy, the staff chose to use the " commingled-in-a-bus"
method which blithely ignores the reality that buses have
considerable length and that connections are physically
spaced along them. This " commingled-in-a-bus" theory
creats a bus as simply a point with all connections into
and out of the bus being at that point. Having done this,
the Commission could then conclude that no matter where
electric energy comes from that reaches this theoretically
assumed point, some of it will go to each load connected
to that bus."'

The Court of Appeals did not reverse this case simply
because it preferred the tracing method of FPL to the
" commingled-in-a-bus" method; it was not choosing be-

,
'

I tween opposing but equally acceptable theories. The
I court below determined that the Commission had not

met its burden of proving actual interstate transmis-
sion of electric energy when all it offered was a theory

| which has never been verified experimentally as fact ( App.
i

.

** The Commission brief, p. 6, refers to certain interstate flows
between Corp and Georgia Power. These are quite insignificant
compared to Corp's 4,715,973,800 kilowatt-hours generated by
it during the same period of time. R.1789.-

21 While the use or not of the commingled-in bus method of
trscing is of considerable importance it. this case, in some situa-
tions the choice is irrelevant. For example, if all the generator
connections are at one end of a bus and all the load connections
are at the other end, then the electric energy flows in ody one
direction through the bus and the results of trming are the
same whethe,r the systems study method or the commingled-in-

_ _ _ _ . . - _ _ , -_ _ _ . . _ _ _ , _ - . _ _ _ __ _ - - .
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95), has never been approved by any court and is only
"a simplified characterization of how, for various pur-
poses of convenience, energy may be treated as flowing."
(App. 368).

SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT

There must be transmission of electric energy in inter-
state commerce over FPL's facilities for FPL to be subject
to the jurisdiction of the Commission. The Court of Appeals
concluded that there was no substantial evidence to show
certain or even probable transmission of electric energy
across a state line to or from FPL. This conclusion is well
supported by reason, principle and legal precedent.

The four Supreme Court cases 22 which have heretofore
passed on the jurisdiction of the Commission over utilities
t.nder Part II of the Federal Power Act establish (a) a
ecnsistent requiremr-t of proof of actual transmission
across a state line and (b) an acceptable method of demon-
strating such proof which involves meast.rement of energy
flows.

It has been expressly held by this Court that intercon-
nection at a bus with others across a state line does not
ipso facto mean interstate transmission occurs.28 It is not
enough that certain "cause-and-effect" characteristics of
interconnection may support a conclusion that interstate
commerce is afected by interconnection, nor it is sufficient
to say that interconnection involves interstate transmission.
Jersey Central says clearly that beyond mere interconnec-

22 Jersey Central Power & Light Co. v. FPC,319 U.S. 61 (1943)
(" Jersey Central"); Connecticut Light & Power Co. v. FPC,
324 U.S. 515 (1945) (" Connecticut"); Pennsylvania Water &
Power Co. v. FPC, 343 U.S. 414 (1952) ("Penn-Water") ;
FPC v. Southern Californie Edison Co., 376 U.S. 205 (1964)
(" City of Colton").

18 Jersey Centrol, 319 U.S. at 65-66.

. . .. - .. - - - . .-- - . . .- - - .
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tion, there must be a showing of measurable electric energy
flowing across state lines to or from the company sought to
be regulated.

In order for the Commission's evidence in this case to
be deemed sufficient and substantial proof of interstate
transmission of electric energy, C Court must squarely
overrule Jersey Central.

The Commission in its presentation emphasizes the com-
plexities of the subject matter in an attempt to persuade
the Court that the expertise of 9e Commission-regardless
of the basis of its theories ir. this particular case-is in-
violable. The subject matte < is not so complex that the
Commission-in the name of " expertise"-is entitled to
ignore the statutory standard and substitute theoretical
constructs for proof of interstate transmission of electric
energy. Elevating a descriptive phrase like "electromag-
netic unity of response" to a theory of possible energy flow
does not prove the occurrence of the jurisdictional event.

4

As an alternative to its " electromagnetic unity" theory,
the Commission attempted to trace flows of electric energy,
but its " commingled-in-a. bus" method of tracing was dis-
approved in principle by this Court in Jersey Central, and
its reason for existence was strongly rejected by the Com-

mission itself in the Conteecticut case.t* The Examiner found
that the method of measuring and tracing energy flow which
was the basis for the decisions in Jersey Central and City
of Colton cases, when applied to the present case, showed
no interstate transmission of electric energy over the
facilities of FPL.

l' Connecticuf Light & Power Co., 3 F.P.C.132,145 (1942);
Connecticut Light & Power Co. v. FPC,141 F.2d 14,18 (D.C.
Cir.1944).

.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ . _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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% Commission places some reliance on Penn-Water.
In that case the Commission apparently used a '"com-
mingled" theory to establish interstate flows, but under the
particular facts of the case the finding of interstate flows
of energy would in alllikelihood have been the result under '

o

the Jersey Central tracing method as well. In the Penn-
Water case interstate transmission was not really contested,
and the Court ruled against the utility primarily on the
grounds that there were seasonal occurrences when every
part of the utility's system was served for some period of
time by such out-of-state electric energy.

The " commingled-in-a-bus" method of tracing was appar-
ently not used in the " power pool" cases.25 In those Court
of Appeals cases the Commission made substantial efforts
to prove large amounts of interstate electric energy in the
particular "public utility's" system and in some situations
showed by tracing that come if not all wholesale sales at
some time received out-of-state energy. Under the par-
ticular facts of.these cases-and in the absence of any
tracing evidence to the contrary-jurisdiction over all such
sales was held to be established by substantial evidence.

However, no such circumstances were shown here. Any
inferences which might be otherwise justifiable based on
the Corp-Georgia Power electric energy transmissions were
rebutted by the vidence of actual tracing.

Based on the foregoing, FPL submits the Court of
Appeals reached the correct conclusion.

15 Indiana & Michigan Eleefric Co. v. PPC, 365 F.2d 180 (7th
Cir.), cert. denied, 385 U.S. 972 (1966); Arkansas Power &
Light Co. v. FPC,368 F.2d 376 (8th Cir.1966); Public Service
Co. of Indiana v. FPC,375 F.2d 100 (7th Cir.), cert. denied,387
U.S. 931 (1967); Cincinnati Gas & Electric Co. v. FPC, 376
F.2d 506 (6th Cir.), cert denied,389 U.S. 842 (1967).
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No compelling reasons exist why FPL must now be sub-
jected to the jurisdiction of the Commission. The connection''

between Corp and FPL upon which the Commision asserts
jurisdiction has existed since 1942. When the connection
was ordered as a wartimo emergency measure, the Com-
mission informed FPL by letter (R. 202) that the inkr-
connection "will not in and of itself bring Florida Power &
Light Company within the jurisdiction of the Federal
Power Commission." This remained the Commission's
positiou until 1965. No material fact or pertinent law has
changed.

The court below stated the essence of what the Commis-
tion seeks as follows:

"What the Commission virtually argues for in this
case is extension of its jurisdiction to all electric com-
panies afecting interstate commerce."

This is far in excess of the grounds for jurisdiction listed
in Part II of the Federal Power Act.

FPL is essentially a distribution company dedicated to
serving Florida consumers. It is independently fulfdling
its responsibilities. Virtually all its sales are to the ultimate

|

|
consumer at rates regulated by the Florida Public Service

| Commission. If there is a national interest which requires
federal regulation of FPL, it is for Congress to declare

;

such a policy, for none can be found in the Federal Power
Act as presently enacted.

I

ARGUMENT
1. INTRODUCTION

The Court of Appeals found that the Commission had
not met its burden of proving transmissions of eletric
energy in interstate commerce over the facilities of FPL.

The Conunission urges that, as applied by the cour t be-
low, the standard for proof of these facts is too difficult.

. . __ __.
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It says it is " unsatisfactory" to require it to " convince a
court of scientific laymen that,in common-sense terms, some
identifiable thing moves across states lines." Further it
says, in effect admitting it did not prove actual transmis-
sions by substantial evidence, that

"It is not enough to say that the Commission must
abstain until such time-if ever-as it can be proven
as a ' fact' in common law terms that there is an ' actual'

, transmission.''88
i

Yet the standard of which the Commission complains is
simply the statutory burden-and limitation-placed on
the Commission by Congress at a time when tnere existed
the same technological problems, complexity of subject
matter, and lay judges which the Commission today la-

! ments. As announced by this Court in the cases discussed
hereafter, " transmission of electric energy in interstate
commerce" means actual transmission across a state line.

1

| Rather than resting its jurisdiction on " transmissions in
: mterstate commerce," the Commission asserts for the first

time that it can claim jurisdiction simply because FPL
; has transmissions afecting or involving interstate com-
[ merce. This position, altl.augh couched in technical-sound-
( ing language, is nevertheless contrary to the statute and
'

the legislative history which plainly indicates Congress
did not with this Act intend to regulate to the full extent

| of its powers under the Commerce Clause. U. S. Constitu-

.

tion, Article I, Section 8, Chuse 3.

Congress apparently did not feel that there is some-
thing wrong with requiring an administrative agency to

| restrain its hand until it proves it is entitled to assert regu-
latory control, or that jurisdictional facts represent a mere
technicality which may be cursorily treated. Quite apart
from the limitations inherent in the state'ideral relation-

28 Comm. Brief, p. 36.

l
.
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ship, the jurisdictional facts define the extent of the need
as seen by Congress for federal regulation.

F.inally, it should be pointed out that, although the Com-
missioa complains that the Fifth Circuit here substituted
its judgment for that of the Commission, the opinion of the
court below establishes clearly that the evidence in this
case simply failed to come up to the statutory standard.
Under these circumstances the court below was not required
to blindfuly accept the Commission's conclus:ons in the
name of " expertise."

II. THE EXISTING STANDARDS FOR DETERMIN-
ING IN'1ERSTATE FLOW SHOW NO JURISDIC-
TIONAL TRANSMISSION FROM OR TO FPL

As the court below points out, Part II of the Federal
Power Act was enacted in 1935 in order to close the regu-
latory gap pointed out by this Court in Public Utilities
Commission of Rhode Island v. Attleboro Steam & Electric
Co., 273 U.S. 83 (1927). Jurisdiction of the Commission
under this Act has been considered by this Court on four
occasions, two involving claims of jurisdiction based on
interstate transmission of electric energy and two based

on wholesale sales in interstate commerce.

These cases present the basic standard for determining
Commission jurisdiction: actual interstate traaenission of
electric energy as demonstrated by measurement of suel'

transmission.

The first and most important in terms of precedent for
the present case is Jersey Central Power & Light Co. v.
FPC, 319 U.S. 61 (1943). Here the company (Jersey
Central) which the Commission asserted was a "public
utility" was connected to an admittedly jurisdictional com-
pany (Public Service) by a two-mile line from Jersey

.

!
'

- - _ _ ._ ___ _. , __ , _ _ ,
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Central's South Amboy, New Jersey generating plant to a
bus at Public Service's Mechanic Street Substation. The
facilities of both these coinpanies were located wholly
within New Jersey. As described in the lower court opin-
ion" the bus had seven connections in addition to the
Jersey Centralline. Five were to customers of Public Ser-
vice in New Jersey, one to a Public Service substation in
New Jersey, and the seventh was a line of a New York
company (Staten Island).

Jersey Central and Public Service exchanged economy-
flow electric energy,28 as well as emergency energy. How-
ever, the quantity Jersey Central transmitted to Public
Service far exceeded the deliveries returned. Public Service
also had exchange agreements for economy-flow with Staten
Island. All enagy involved was transmitted in three-phase
alternating current.

This Court held that since the bus had several connec-
tions and received energy from sources 9ther than Jersey
Central, the connection of the bus with Staten Island
together with emergency transfers of electricity did "not
prove conclusively that energy generated by Jersey Central
passes to and is consumed in New York." (319 IT.S. at 65).

This Court also carefully pointed out:

. . . Commission power does not extend over all con-"

necting transmitting facilities but only over those

" Jersey Central Power & Light Co. v. FPC,129 F.2d 133,186
(3rd Cir.1942).

is " Economy-flow electricity may be described as energy gen-
erated and supplied by one company to another when the re-
ceiving company has enough generating facilities to generate
that electricity for itself but elects to receive it from another
company because that company can generate and deliver it to
the point where it is needed more cheaply than the purchasing
corporation." Ibid,129 F.2d at 186.

--- _____ _ __- ___ __ _ _ \
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|

which transmit energy actually moving in interstate
commence. .Uese connection determines nothing." (319

;
U.S. at 72).

However, the Comnd3sion demonstrated actual inter-
state transmission by showing numerous instances based
on meter readings,

. . . when all the energy Bowing into the bus bar at"

Mechanic Street came from Jersey Central and at the
samo moments energy flowed from Mechank Strat in
New Jersey to the Atlantic substation in New York.
As no pools of energy exist from which the flow to
New York could have been drawn, it necessarily foi-
lows that Jersey Central production was instantane-
ously transmited to New York." 319 U.S. at 66.

This Court held that this actual interstate transmission
as measured and traced established the jurisdictional au-
thority over Jersey Cen.ral.

Applying the principles of that case to FPL, Corp and
Georgia Power, it is easy to see that the Commission has
proved only the bare fact that both FPL and Georgia
Power have connections with Corp-but not the same
connection. At the Turner bus, where FPL connects with
Corp, no evidence was forthcoming of even one occasion
when electric energy from Georgia Power ever came
through Corp's system and then went to FPL's connection
on the Turner bus.

To the contrary, using the same method of measurement
and tracing employed and approved in Jersey Central,
FPL's witnesses showed and the Examiner agreed that
there was no interstate flow into or out of FPL's system.
On the occasions considered by the Commission to prove
its case, all FPL energy transmitted to Corp was con-
sumed by Corp's loads before it could have reached a line

- - _ - - _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _
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carrying energy to Georgia Powei and all energy received
by Corp from Georgia Power would likewise have been
consumed in the Corp system before it could have reached
FPL's line to the Turner bus,180 miles away from the
Georgia-Florida state line where all energy transfers be-
tween Corp and Georgia Power take place.2'

The other transmission status case of this Court is
Connecticut Light & Power Co. v. FPC,324 U.S. 515 (1945),
where as reviewed by this Court there was no real dispute
that there were interstate flows. As pointed out by the
lower court,

"Since actual meter readings in this case show such
an interstate flow of current to supply petitioner's
facilities, it is a public utility under the Act."2'

This Court there said that under the Act,
" Federal jurisdiction was to follow the flow of elec-
trical energy, an engineering and scientific, rather than
a legalistic or governmental test." 324 U.S. at 529.

Applying the Conne.ticut case to the evidence offered by
the Commission in this case the court below in the present
case could find no basis for supporting the conclusion that
FPL was a "public utility."

In the first jurisdictional case of this Court based on sales
at wholesale, Pennsylvania Water & Power Co. v. FPC,
343 U.S. 414 (1952), the company did not dispute that elec-
trie energy flowed back and forth across the Pennsylvania-
Maryland state line, nor that some of its sales at wholesale
in both states were made with such energy. The company
denied that its " sales to its Pennsylvania customers can be

considered sales in interstate commerce because each in-

** App. 272.
8' Conneeficut Light & Power Co. v. PPC,141 F.2d 14,18 (D.C.

Ct. App.1944).

.
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cludes varying amounts of energy which does not cross the
,

state line."88

This Court held that because the wholesale customers
received at least some out-of-state energy, those sales were
subject to the jurisdiction of the Commission.

Jurisdiction of the Commission under Part Il of the
Act was most recently reviewed by this Court in the City of
Colton case, Federal Power Commission v. Southern Cali-
fornia Edison Co.,376 U.S. 205 (1964). In that case, sub-
stantial quantities of power generated in Nevada and
Arizona were sold to Edison, and transported into Cali-
fornia. The Commission traced this energy through Edi-
son's Hayfield and Highgrove Substations, the latter of'

which supplied all the requirements of the City of Colton.
Edison was already being regulated as a "public utility"
by the Commission, and the only question was jurisdictional
status of this sale. The Court of Appeals assumed the
sufficiency of evidence of interstate energy being used in
making the sale to the City of Colton at wholesale, but de-
ned the Commission's jurisdiction over that sale because
there was no substantial interstate effect.

In this context this Court declared that there was sub-;

stantial evidence of interstate energy flowing to the City'

of Colton and that the Congressional intent was for all
sales at wholesale of interstate energy to be subject to Com-
mission jurisdiction, regardless C '' igree of impact on
interstate commerce. 376 U.S. at 215 216.

The very same method of tracing relied upon by the(

Commission and this Court to establish the flow of interstate
energy to the City of Colton, when applied to FPL, Ce p
and Georgia conclusive 1v shows that no interstate energy
was transmitted over FPL's facilities.

88 Pennsyleenia Water d Power Co.,8 F.P.C.1,12 (1949).
.

I

{
|
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Rather than the foregoing cases, the Commission at-
tempts to rely upon the methodology of Court of Appeals
decisions, the " power pool" cases. Indiana 4 Afichigan Elec-
tric Co. v. FPC,365 F.2d 180 (7th Cir.), cert. denied,385
U.S. 972 (1966); Arkansas Power d Light Co. v. FPC,368
F.2d 376 (8th Cir.1966); Public Service Co. of Indiana v.
FPC, 375 F.2d 100 (7th Cir.), cert. denied, 387 U.S. 931
(1967); and Cincinnati Gas e Electric Co. v. FPC,376 F."d
506 (6th Cir.), cert. denied,389 U.S. 842 (1967).

Each of the companies involved in the above cases was
an admitted "public utility" within the meaning of the Act.
Each made numerous jurisdictional sales at wholesale. The
only question in each case was whether other, particular
sales were also subject to Commission regulation. The
court in each case held such sales were jurisdictional.

In Indiana e Michigan, no tracing studies were offered,
but the Commission did show that such large amounts of
interstate energy were present at numerous locations
throughout the utility's system that the only reasonable
conclusion was that such energy at least on some occasions
was used in making the sales in question.88 In Arkansas'8
and Public Service ' tracing studies that were made con-8

firmed the high degree of probability of interstate energy
going to all sales. In Cincinnati Gas e Electric the court's
opinion does not refer to tracing, but in a Commissioner's
concurring opinion, it is noted that the etaff presented a
comprehensive tracing study which showed that out-of-

|
' state energy reached every point of resale.85

In any event there was no tracing testimony to rebut
any inference that interstate energy was transmitted in

as 365 F.2d at 182,183.
88 368 F.2d at 380.
** 375 F.2d at 104, fn. 8.
85 Cincinnois Gas & Electric Co.,35 F.P.C. 99,104 (1966).

|
1
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each sale. In each of these cases, jurisdiction over those
sales was established under the facts. It cannot be said
that these cases or any of them laid down a general prin-
ciple that jurisdiction over all sales at wholesale would
be proved simply by showing that the public utility in
question received some interstate electric energy.

The court belcw pointed out in great detail the inappli-
cability of these cases to the FPL situation." Here there
is no justification for the Commission to make the inference

*

that FPL is a "public utility," where the evidence of trac-
ing shows no actral transmissions of interstate energy
over any facilities of FPL, and therefore completely rebuts
any inference which might otherwise be made based on the
Corp-Georgia Power connection.

III. THE ELECTROMAGENTIC UNITY
THEORY IS NOT EQUIVALENT TO
INTERSTATE TRANSMISSION AND

IS NOT SUBSTANTIAL EVIDENCE THEREOF
The Commission argues that interconnection between

companies (such as all those in the 180) produces a certain
phenomenon, which it labels " electromagnetic unity of
response", that such a phenomenon involves a cause in
one state and an effect in another, and therefore the " theoryI

of electromagnetic unity of response" is " transmission of
electric energy in interstate commerce."

l This approach is contrary to the existing standards
|

I heretofore applied.

First and foremost, the Commission's theory is not com-
patible with the statute. Congress defined interstate trans-
mission as follows:

|
) 88 App. 368 371, as reproduced in Exhibit "A" hereto.

.

!

!

!

|
l
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"[E]lectric energy r. hall be held to be transmitted
in interstate commece if transmitted from a State
and consumed at any point outside thereof." Section
201(c),17 U.S.C. 4 824(c).

In its previous encounters with the jurisdictional status
of companies under this statute, this Court has in every
case looked to proof of actuel transmissions. Jersey Cen-
tral, 319 U.S. at 64-67; Connecticut Light & Power Co.,
324 U.S. at 518-521; Penn-Water,343 U.S. at 419-420; and
City of Cotton,376 U.S. at 208-209.8'

As pointed out above, " electromagnetic unity" is a cause-
and-effect phenomenon related to interconnection; it does
not mean that transmission takes place between the loca-
tict of a cause (a light being turned on in Georgia) and
the location of a possible effect (FPL generato site).
Nothing in this phenomenon would give an " engineering
and scien^ific" basis for inferring interstate transmission of
electrio energy.88

The Commission speaks broadly about the Interconnected
Systems Group (ISO). However, the record does not offer
mt.:b beyond the cause-and-effect relationship resulting
from synchronism. In terms of the validity of the theory
of " electromagnetic unity" as a substitute for actual trans-i

mission, the ISO is irrelevant. The simple fact of Corp's

87 Reference is made to the Court of Appeals decision in each case
for further facts showing measurement of actual transmissions
of electric energy in interstate commerce.

| se The Commission in its brief, page 25, cays there must be some
! sort of " signal" being " transmitted" when a generator in one'

state alters its mode of operation by reason of the addition of
a load in another state. The Commission does not give record
reference for this statement, which is understandable, since
we know of no testimony about any such " signal" or that if it
exists it constitutes the transmission of electric energy. The
only " signal" involved is the response of the generator to the
load it supplies, and all the generatom of FPL supply only!

'

loads in Florida.

I

i
'
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connections with both Georgia Power and FPL either estab.
lishes jurisdiction or, as FPL contends, it is insufficient
to do so.

The record is clear that by interconnecting with Corp
which is in the ISO, FPL is not thereby a part of an "inte-
grated, interstate pool operation",8' nor can its actual status
be stretched by such words as " interdependent with and
upon the 180." FPL is basically autonomous and independ-
ent in generating enough electric energy to meet all its own
loads. The " substantial benefits" claimed by the Commis-
sion** to accrue to FPL with membership in the ISG are
substantially hypothetical.

The Commission says FPL " receives automatic assis-
tance during emergencies, including assistance from the
non. Florida ISO utilities up to the 100 megawatt capacity
of the Corp-Georgia [ Power] tie line".82 This gives the
completely erroneous impression that FPL in fact receives
or has received any electric energy from the ISO. The
record does not disclose any instance when FPL has ever
received electric energy-emergency or otherwise-from
any company outside the State of Florida.

The Commission's brief (p. 7) suggests that because of
; its membership in the ISG, FPL transmitted 8 megawatts

of electric energy to a Midwestern utility when the latter
suffered a loss of generation on February 17,1965. The
staff did not attempt to trace this electric energy out of

| state, and a witness who testified about this stated un-

( equivecally that FPL simply had a scheduled net inter-
change with members of the Florida Operating Committee
of 8 megawatts immediately following the outage in the
Midwest and "by no stretch of anyone's imagination, could
[the 8 mega. watts] be considered to have crossed the state
line let alone travel all the way to the Midwest."88

8' Arkansas Power & Lighf, supra,368 F.2d at 379.
88 Comm. Brief, pp. 11, 26, 30.

_ , . _ . . _ - _ . _ __ _- ___ . _ , .__ _ _ _ _
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The existence of the ISG, the connection of FPL to
Corp, and the connection of Corp to Georgia Power makes
possible energy transmissions different from those which
are now occurring or which have occurred. But the mere
possibility that FPL might change its operations at some
future time to transmit or rexive out-of-state energy over
its facilitk:: cannot be the basis for the Commission to
assert its jurisdiction at the present time. The Commis-
sion's jurisdiction must be based on actual interstate trans-
missions, not the possibility of future interstate trans-
missions.

As a theory of jurisdiction, " electromagnetic unity" is a
construct applied for the first time in this case. None of
the Supreme Court cases above use the term, nor do the
power pool cases. The latter merely mention the fact that
generators within the pool are " interlocked electromag-
netically,"88 or that " frequency control" of generators is
involved,8' or that the power pool members operate "in

( synchronism,"85 but jurirdiction was not found to attach
simply because of any such thing as " electromagnetic
unity."

! The Commission admits "FPL's participation in the
Florida Operating Committee and the ISO lacks the scope
of the pooling arrangements" in the power pool cases.8'

In the Jersey Central case, the Commission attempted
to make something out of the fact that Jersey Central was
interconnected and " synchronized" not only with two other
New Jersey companies but also "other electrical trans-
mission systems covering the southern part of New Jersey,
the southeastern part of Pennsylvania, the northeastern

as Indiana & Hichigan, supra,365 F.2d at 183.
88 Arkansas Power & Light, supra,368 F.2d at 378.
85 Cincinnafi Gas & Eleefric, supra,376 F.M at 507.
se Comm. Brief, p. 80.

I

!
!
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part of Maryland, Delaware and with the Staten Island,

Company . . ." To this, the Third Circuit responded:

"Though much emphasis is laid by some of the Com-
mission's witnesses on the phenomenon of synchroniza-
tion, it does not possess significance under the facts of
the ap;>eals at bar except to the extent indicated in
the opinion."''

On appeal, this Court bao beforr. it the same evidence
when it affirmed the Third Circuit and said," Mere connec-
tion determines nothing."

Thus, what the Commission now calls a new " theory"
of interstate transmission is the same thing urged and
rejected in 1943. The same technology with respect to this
fact existed then as now. No reason appears why Jersey
Central should be overruled or why tae definition of what
constitutes interstate transmission should be changed for
the sole purpose of bringing FPL for the fire time in 36
years under Commission jurisdiction.

The Commission's plea that it should be allowed to apply
its own " scientific" definition of transmission of electric
eneryy,as is a bald attempt to put itself beyond the restrain-
ing guidance of judicial review. Similarly, its argument
about the impracticability of tracing in this case, citing the
power pool cases,88 is tantamount to confessing inability
to prore interstate transmission.

By urging the many unexplained characteristics of elec-
tricity, the Commission is asking for the right to determine
its jurisdiction over electric companies wholly outside the
limits established by Congress in Section 201 of the Federal
Power Act.

Similarly, the Commission's argument from the City of
Colton" case points up the extent to which its claim of

87129 F.2d at 187
88 gmm. Brief,, p. 37,.

..
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jurisdiction over FPL is beyond that statute. The abright
line" said by this Court to have been drawn by Congress
between state and federal jurisdiction over sales at whole.
sale ** has no application to the matter of determining
whether or not there has been interstate commerce.

,

Assuming interstate transmission, there is no distinction
made between those sales at wholesale which have sub-
stantial impact on interstate commerce and those which do

not. The Commission has no discretion to decline to exercise
jurisdiction over those in the later category. This was the
holding in City of Colton. Nothing was said to indic te that
the interstate character of transmissions could be estab-
lished by any generality such as " interconnection" or "elec-
tromagnetic unity."

Indeed, this Court there recognized the differences be-
tween a case where interstate transmission was admitted,'

and one where this was yet to be established, pointing out
that the Commission had initial discretion to decline juris-
diction altogether over a company whose interstate trans-
missions, if any, were de minimis, particularly where no
jurisdictional sales at wholesale were involved.'8

i As disassed above, the City of Colton case established
! interstate transmissions by the same method stated by the

Examiner to show no interstate transmissions in this case.'8

The standard of proof in that case as well as in Jersey
Centrd was actual transmissions. The same standard
should apply here.

48 376 U.S. 215-216.

'8 376 U.S. at 209, n. 5.

48 App. 272.

.

!
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IV. THE TRACING STUDY SUBMITTED BY THE
COMMISSION DOES NOT ESTABLISH BY SUB-
STANTiAL EVIDENCE INTERSTATE TRANS-
MISSION FROM OR TO FPL

The Commission suggests that there are three kinds of -

situations with three rules to be followed in ascertaining
jurisdictional transmissions : the Jersey Central case, where
"the task of tracing has been simple due to the limited
number of interconnections involved," the power pool cases
where no tracing is practicable, and then a middle category
where tracing is "possible" but so involved that a differen'
method must be used."

The Commission says this case falls in the latter cate-
gory-even though lite Jersey Central, we are concerned
with only one place of connection between FPL and Corp.

The Commission's idea of a different method is simply
one that produces the desired result. It is an overstatement
to say that this Court approved the " commingled-in-a-bus"
theory in the Penn-Water case. Nowher'e in the Commis-
sion or court opinions is tne crucial point stated or par-
ticularly relied upon that a bus may be treated as a point
or a tank or a reservoir. As evident from the discussion
of this case above, page 17, the Jersey Central method of
tracing would undoubtedly have produced the same result.

Similarly, in the other case cited in support of the "com-
mingled-in-e has" theory, Wisconsin-Michigan Potver Co.
v. Federci Power Commission,197 F.2d 472 (7th Cir.1952),

| cert. denied,345 U.S. 934 (1953), the presence of Wisconsin
j energy in the company's Michigan lines, and Michigan

energy in that same company's Wisconsin lines was not dis-
puted. Jurisdiction over the sales for resale was contested
on grounds other than the correctness of the tracing of
interstate electric energy.

" Comm. Brief, p. 32.

:

!

|
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This appears to be the first case where the " commingled-
in-a-bus" theory produces a different result from the stand-
ard method of tracing. There is nothing in the record to
indicate that the Commission would not have been perfect-
ly satisfied to use the standard method had it supported a
fidding that FPL is a jurisdictional "public utility." As
the Examiner stated," this standard method proves the
contrary-no out-of-state energy was transmitted over
FPL's lines during the periods studied.

The Conunission calls the " commingled-in-a-bus" theory
a refinement," while the dissenting Commissioners point
out that this is just a theory, and that its underlying as-
sumptions really beg the question of jurisdictional trans-
mission, obviating the necessity for tracing actual trans-
missions." The Examiner acknowledged it was only a
theory-it has never been proved experimentally as a fact"
-but concluded it more accurately represents the facts to
treat "the bus as a point, a tank or a reservoir.""

FPL challenges this assumption of accuracy. The com-
mingled theory assumes the 225-foot Turner bus to be a
point, which it is not; or assumes that there can be a tank
or reservoir of electricity, which is an impossibility since
electricity cannot be stored. The Commission's expert wit-
ness admits that his commingled theory does not take into
consideration "the physical dimensions, mechanical prop-
erties and electrical properties" of a bus." The Commis-
sion's theory in thus a legalistic rather than an engineering

! or scientific one, and the use of such legalistic tests in
determining electrical flow was condemned by this Court in

48 App. 272.
" Comm. Brief, pp. 32-33.'

.

47 App. 303-304.
*e App. 95.
" App. 274.
" A ,,p. 164.

,

| .
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I

Connecticat Light and Power Co. v. FPC,324 U.S. 515 at
529.58

It is the ignoring of the physical reality of the Turner
bus to which FPL objects. FPL acknowledges that there
can be " commingling" of electric energy where the location
and connecti, of generators produces a mixed flow of
electric energy in one direction to the load.58

Ilowever, in order for there to be " commingling" of
electric energy within the bus under all circumstances, one
must disregard the location of connections along the bus,
and the inputs ar.l # flows through those connections and
one must postulate a ' filling of the tank," -ith a swirling
ebb and flow of electric energy, analagous to Be random
mixing oi molecules of natural gas within a pipeline.

We rabmit that the Commission's purpose for using the
" bus-at-a-point" theory is to establish jurisdiction. Its
stated reason for using such theory was previously given
the coup de grace by the Commission itself (with judicial

1

!

approval) in the Commission's decision in the Connecticut
case.58 Now the Commission seeks to use that which it com-
pletely discredited nearly thirty years ago. We submit t
was a wrong theory then, and it is still wrong.

|

s1 Just as jurisdic. ion cannot depend on the ingenuity of attor-
neys in draft .g natural gas contracts which ignore the reality8

of gas flowing in interstata commerce, Federal Power Commis-
sion v. L2-Yaca Gathering Co., 379 U.S. 366 (1964), so juris-
diction here should not depend on the ingenuity of Commission,

| staff experts in devising theories of electric flows which also
| ignore realitin.

58 This apparen,tly is the way the term " commingling" is used in
the " power pool" cases, discussed above (pp. 25-26) where it was
used to describe the electrie energy in a company's system after,

| it has been shown that substantial amounta of interstate energy
were transmitted at several places into that company's lines, the
"emmingling" being with energy from the compe.ny's own
generators.

58 Conneeficut Light 4 Power Co.,3 F.P.C.132 (1942).

. _ _ , , _
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The Commission, through its expert, says that it treats
a bus as a point because in an alternating current flow
(whether it be three-phase or not) there is a small portion
of each fraction of a second during which " power" in each
phase flowe back from the load to the generator. (App.146,
147, 154, 155). He says that while watt-hour meters may
be adequate for most business and operating purposes, they
are not adequate here because they do not show the rela-
tively small negative (or reverse) " power" portion of the
cycle separe.tely from the positive " power" portion of the
cycle. (App. 147, 151, 153, 167 169). The knowledge of the
existence of these negative " power" pulses is.not new.
They were well known before the Connecticut case (R. 767
769). As will be shown later herein, these negative " power"
pulses are not electric energy. But regardless of that,
the Commission in the Comycticut case rejected an expert
witness's theory that "over and above the flow of electric
energy on a circuit shown by watt and watt-hour meters
there may be postulated other flows and counterflows not
shown by the meters," stating that such a theory,

". . . is wholly suppositious and not supported by the
commercial practice of the electric utility industry.
That practice is to accept such meter readings as
showing the direction in which electric power or energy
is supplied, and the total amount supplied as a basis
of payment for energy bought and sold in the countless
transactions upon which the industry's revenues
depend.""

54 3 F.P.C. at 145. Yet in the present case the Commission's wit.
ness said: "One way would be to have counter-flows, to show
areas of power flow in both directions from each generator, or
to treat the-to collapse the bus as a point or call it a tank or
a reservoir, so you don't have to concern youraalf with the in-
tricacies of what happens on the bus itaalf. . . . The commin-
gling method accounts for [what happens on the bus) in the
form of a basket. In other words, it is all-inclusive; you don't
care what happens between the points." App. 150-151.

;
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The Court of Appeals affirmed the Commission and on-

ibis point stated:

" . . . A distinction between electric current as measured
on a meter and electric energy was certainly not within
the contemplation of Congress when it passed the Act;
indeed, no scientist knows what the nature of electric
energy is. Ordinarily meter readings which measure
electric current are sufficient data on which to make
charges for electricity to users. That they are equally
sufficient to determine the interstate transmission of
energy under the Federal Power Act is shown by the
case of Jersey Central Power & Light Co. v. Federal
Power Commission, 1943, 319 U. S. 61,63 S.Ct. 953,87

L.Ed.1258.""

On apper.1 to this Court, the dissent noted that the inter-
state tr.msmission of electric energy was undisputed.

We submit that the Commission and the Court of Ap-
pean in the Connecticut case were correct with respect to
flows of electric energy.

The proposition t!!at any one cycle of " power" includes
a small portion of a negative or reverse " power" is mislead-

;

| ing. The " power" that is supposed to be reversing is not
I electric energy. (This may be why the concept of reverse

flow was rejected in the Connecticut case.)

The " power" diagrams used by the Commision's expert
in an attempt to establish a small reverse flow of " power"
are diagrams of apparent power.58 Apparent power is com-
posed' of both real power and reactive power. Reactive
power is that portion of apparent power that does no work,

,

55 Connecticut light & Power Co. v. FPC,141 F.2d 14,17 (D.C.

| Cir.1944).
" Ex.~ 58, App. 240; Ex. 59, R.1252; Ex. 60, R.1253.'

s
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it is not measured in kilowatts but is measured in kilovars,
and it is the part of the apparent power curve that shows
up as a negative pulse. It is not electric energy as it does
no work. However, real power is the work-producing part
of apparent power and is measured in kilowatts. That is,
real power is that part of apparent power which is the
electric energy at any one instant.87

Real power, that is, instantaneous electric energy, net'er
has a ret erse pulse and this is admitted by the Commis-
sion's expert (App.174).

The Commission has phrased the question before this
Court solely in terms of the interconnection establishing
jurisdiction per se under the electromagnetic unity theory.**
Thus, the Conunission plainly recognizes its attempt at
tracing as a subordinate effort, or as the Commission
witness put it, "a rough approximation."5'

The Commission's brief urges that 'the tracing of power
flows is an unnecessary and inefficient procedure for deter-

57 The terms " apparent power", " reactive power" and "real
power", are defined as follows:
" APPARENT Apparent power is proportional to the mathe-
matical product of the volts and amperes of a circuit. This
product generally is divided by 1,000 and designated in kilo-

! voltamperes (kVA). It is compriad of both real and reactive
.

power."
i " REACTIVE The portion of ' Apparent Power' that does no
! work. It is commercially measured in kilovars. Reactive power

| must be supplied to most types of magnetic equipment, such as
; motors. It is supplied by generators or by electrostatie equip-
! ment, such as capacitors."

"REAL This is the energy or work-producing part of 'Appar-
ent Power.' It is the rate of supply of energy, measured com-
mercially in kilowatts. The product of real power and length of
time is energy, measured by watthour meters and expressed
in kilowatthours."
Glossary of Electric Utility Terms prepared by the Statistical
Committe of the Edison Electric Institute, pp. 62,63. See foot-
note 2.

se Comm. Brief, p. 2.
** e.pp. 49.

:
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mining Commission jurisdiction."" But it has never before
rejected this universally applied method of determining
jurisdiction over a company.

The Commission's " commingled-in-a-bus" theory did not

in this case establish substantial eviderce C the interstate
flow of electric energy, or as the court below put it, the
Commission does not meet its burden of proof,

. . . by postulating a simplified characterization of"

how, for various pu.p ses of convenience, energy may
be treated as Bowing."

The Commission attacks this holding of the court, say-
ing,"the court of appeals has improperly acted on the basis
of its own inexpert views.""

This appeal seems to be made whencver an administra- >

tive agency is reversed. But the court of appeals is required
to review both the standard of proof used and the substan-

tial evidence offered. Federal Power Commission v. Sierra
Pacifc Power Co.,350 U.S. 348,354 (1956).

The court below found the theories and methods used
by the Commission did not accord with the standard re-
quired by the statute: actual transmission of electric energy

;

in interstate commerce. Where the statutory requirements
I

for establishing the jurisdictional facts were so clearly
ignored by the Commission, it cannot expect to be able
to hide behind the complexity of the subject or a claim of(

|
| immunity to investigation of their " expertise."

In analyzing and reviewing the cause in this manner, the
court correctly concluded that the statute had not been ap-

,

| plied by the Commission to FPL, in the words of Gray v.

j
" Comm Brief, p. 3..
" Comm. Brief, p. 37.

!

1
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Powell,314 U.S. 402,411 (1941)" "in a just and reasonable
manner." Under these circumstances the court was not
bound to accept without question the Commission's inter-
pretation of the statute nor the application thereof to the
facts of the case. Volkswagemeerk Aktiengesellschaft v.
Federal Maritime Commission, 390 U.S. 261, 272 (1968).
This is particularly true where the action taken is so con-
trary to the principles of prior cases.

Having determined under the evidence as tested by the
statute and applicable cases that there is no substantial
evidence upon which FPL could be declared to be a "public
utility," the court of appeals is entitled to have its decision
stand, where, as here, there has been no misapprehension
or gross misunderstanding of the evidence. Universal
Camera Corporation v. National Labor Relations Board,
340 U.S. 474,490-491 (1951).

V. NO REASONS OF PUBLIC IMPORTANCE
REQUIRE COMMISSION REGULATION OF FPL

The legibtive history of the statute in question is de-
tailed in the hrsey Central and Connecticut cases. The
conclusion is statel in the former case that the primary
purpose of Part II of the Federal Power Act

. . . was to give a federal agency power to regulate"

the sale of electric energy across state lines."88

The Court quoted from Jersey Central in Connecti-
cut:

"The purpose of this act was primarily to regulate
the rates and charges of the interstate energy. If inter-
vening companies might purchase from producers in
the state of production, free of federal control, cost

** Cited on this point by the Commission in its brief, p. 37.
'8 319 U.S. at 67.
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would be fixed prior to the incidence of federal regula-
tion and federal rate control would be substantially im-

.

paired,if not rendered futile.""

FPL does not dispute that interstate transmission is
made an independent basis for Commission jurisdiction,
but clearly it is interstate zales at wholesale that is the pri-
mary concern, and regulation of interstate transmissions is
incidental to and in support of regulation of wholesale
rates.

Under these circumstances, where FPL has only six
small sales at wholesale, and no evidence was offered that
these might be jurisdictional sales, even assuming FPL be
declared a "public utility" under the Act, there is slight
reason to compel Federal regulation of FPL's facilities
based on alleged transmissions that would admittedly be
insignificant even under the Commission's theory of the
case.

As pointed out previously, FPL is uniquely situated in
the peninsula of Florida. Requiring the Commission to
adhere to the Jersey Central standard in this case will not
improperly limit the Commission in the performance of its
regulatory duties elsewhere in the country.

The Commission is asking in effect that it be allowed to
regulate any electric company which afects interstate com-
merce. This may be a proper objective in the public interest,
but Congress has yet to declare it so. If the Commission

i thinks it needs its jurisdiction expanded over all electric

|
energy in this country,let it plead its case to Congress, not
this Court."

84 324 U.S. at 524.
" On this subject this Court said in the Connecticut case: "Such

a broad and undivided base for jurisdiction of the Power Com-
mission ["afecting" interstate commerce] would be quite un-
objectionable and perhaps highly salutary if the United States
were a unitey i evernment and the only conflicting interests to

-- ._ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . __ _ _ - _ . _ _ _ - _ _ - _ _ , _ . _ _ _ _ . _ . _ . . _ _
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Because the court below found there was no substantial
evidence of interstate transmissions, it did not directly
pass upon FPL's point that if all assumptions of the Com-
mission were accepted, and there was some basis for Com-
mission jurisdiction, nevertheless it was an abuse of dis-
cretion for the Commission to fail to declito to exercise
that jurisdiction.**

The Connecticut case as well as the City of Colton case
recognizes that in straight transmission cases the Com-
mission has discretion to decline to exercise its jurisdic-
tion."In the Connecticut case the interstate energy in ques-
tion was one-fifth of 1% of all the energy generated and re-
ceived." In the present case, if we assume arguendo that
the Commission's tracing theory is correct, still the inter-
state energy would be only 0.07% of all the energy received
by FPL from Corp, and only 0.00015 % of the energy de-
livered by FPL to its consumers."

The City of Colton case, citing the Connecticut opinion,
agrees that the fact that any out-of-state energy would be
de minimis was relevant on the question of whether a parti-

<

I

cular company was a "public utility" over which the Com-
mission in its discretion should assume jurisdiction.,

be considered were those of the regulated company. But state
lines and boundaries cut across and subdivide what scientifically
or economically viewed may be a single enterprise. Congress is
acutely awale of the existence and vitality of these state gov-
ernments. It sometimes is moved to respect state rights and local
institutions even when some degree of efficiency of a federali

| plan is thereby sacrificed." 324 U.S. at 530.
** The court below did take notice of a disturbing factor:

"[T]he implication by the majority of the Commission in the
present case that they may be of the view that if the Commission
has jurisdiction it cannot in the exercise of discretion decline to
exercise it." App. 373.

" 324 U.S. at 535; 376 U.S. at 209.
; " 324 U.S. at 536.
} " App. 89.

i
1
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''
Where jurisdiction derives from this de minimis amount

of assumed out-of-state energy, and where there is no
evidence that would indicate FPL's six sales for resale
might be snown to be made with interstate energy, the
imposition of the financial burdens of regulation,'' which
willin alllikelihood never be transformed into Commission-
set rates, is a high price for FPL's customers to pay for
some vague " benefits" never clearly defined in the record.

When this Court reversed the Commission's finding of
jurisdiction over Connecticut Light & Power Co., it took
note of the business of that company as follows:

"!T]he predominant characteristic of the com-
pany's over-all operation is that of a local and intra-
state service. It serves one hundred seven towns, cities,
and boroughs of Connecticut with a tot i population of'

about 660,000, and in addition supplies substantially
all the power used by local companies which serve
co: 'nunities of Connecticut having a population of
130,000. It owns no lines crossing the Connecticut
boundary and does not conect with any other com-
pany at the boundary. It has no business other than
Connecticut service for which it needs any facilities
whatever, and if local distribution service were ter-
minated, no remaining purpose or use of any kind
is suggested for the facilities in question. Its purchases
and sales, its receipts and deliveries of power, are all
within the state. Its rates and its fiscal and accounting
afTairs are fully and so far as appears ettectively regu-
lated by the State of Connecticut.""

On remand the Conunission agreed that Connecticut Light

7' Changing from FPL's present accounting system, which is in
accordance with the system of accounts of National Association
of Railroad and Utility Commissioners as prescribed by the
Florida Public Service Commission, to the FPC's Uniform Sys-
tem of Accounts will mean incurring substantial clerical and
accounting expense.

" 324 U.S. at 521-522.
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& Power should not be required to change its system of
accounts or be otherwise subject to regulation.'8

The foregoing quotation could well apply to FPL (except
for the even small number of sales for resale made by
FPL).

For the foregoing reasons FPL submits that it is not
subject to Commission regulation, nor should it be.

4
-

|

|
|

|
|
!

l

Connecticut Light & Power Company, 6 F.P.C.104 (1947).7:
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00NOLUSION

WHEREFORE PRBM!sE8 CONSIDERED, the judgment of the

Court of Appeals should be affirmed.

Respectfully submitted,
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